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MIAMI’S UNABORTED SATIRE

Cases of procrastination are on the rise, 
and the risk of failing end-of-semester 
exams, papers, and projects has campus 
authorities rounding up students who are 
riled up about professors who refuse to 
round up grades.


As the dread sets in lockdown, many are 
forced to split time between study sessions 
and therapy sessions, with some resorting 
to extreme measures of self-care.


“Quarantine has affected my attendance,” 
an academically-distanced student excused. 
“I haven’t gone to my classes all semester.” 


Faculty ask students to take note(s) as a 
precaution to contagious procrastination, 
“including, but not limited to, 
hyperventilating indoors, testing if you 
have symptoms or have been exposed to 
someone with the answer key, and staying 
home if you have a good enough grade in 
the class.”


Students who have been avoiding their 
problems are now cramming to confront 
entire scantrons of problems, but their 
fates of failure may not be pre-determined.


“If you believe in free will, then multiple-
choice exams are easy,” a philosophy 
professor postulated. “If the question is, 
‘What is the meaning of life?’ there’s a 
25% chance [the student] will get it right.”


The professor was available for further 
questions, but their extensive responses 
prompted us to skip it and come back later.

Formal, a super-spreader of sororal scandal, 
erupted into semi–moral panic after 
confusion over the dress code resulted in 
Molotov cocktail dresses and casualties.*


“This violence is the result of vandals, 
vagrants, vaccines, and video games,” 
some reactionary reacted.


We sent our journalists behind fraternity 
lines where an entourage of bros armed 
with golf clubs got us closer to the bedlam.


“Mainstream Miamians doesn’t report the 
facts,” the militia-mians huffed nicotinely. 
“But fratirical outlets give us a platform.”


*There were formal ties, too (ba dum, tss).

To peruse our previous issues, or to tell us your personal issues, visit:

@hateanddishonor on instagram

THE FINAL COUNTDOWN 
TO FINALS HAS PEOPLE 
IN EXISTENTIAL CRISES

THE REDHAWK SCARE: 
FORMAL PANIC STOKES 
FEARS OF MISSING OUT 

Faculty-student engagement is at all time 
low in the classroom, but outside the 
classroom, it seems to be outstanding, 
according to raving reviews and ratings on 
Date My Professors, a website that grades 
professors based on student sex drive.


Date My Professors allows students to 
swipe right, swipe left, or simply browse 
pass-or-fail classes and smash-or-pass asses.


Faculty bemoans the date-and-rate 
platform and blames online lectures, or 
cam shows, as the main reason that 
students are addicted to slacking off.

DATE MY PROFESSORS 
Website RECOGNIZES 
ATTRACTIVE FACULTY



Please dump our headlines into the nearest donation bin.

The Spring 2022 commencement will be 
held virtually in an open-world action 
roleplaying game, but this year’s 
graduating class plans to hold a real-world 
dedicated ceremony to erect an erection.


“Penis in Hand” by Richard Dickenson ’69 
is a rough-hewn and massive work of 
expressionism and envy commissioned by 
the Class of 2022’s refunded parking 
tickets and robbed college experience.


The artist’s fascination with the phallic 
stems from experiments with a variety of 
positions at a formative age.


“That’s not true at all; [the Class of 2022] 
just wanted to make a dick joke, dude,” 
the artist showcased, measuring his piece. 
“It was either that or the middle finger.”


Meant to be appreciated up close, this 
sculpture is intended to be viewed from 
every angle only certain angles because 
“[the artwork] looks bigger that way.”

CLASS OF 2022 GIFTS 
PENIS-LIKE SCULPTURE

Hate your kid? So do we! That’s why we made it easy to 
get your little disappointment(s) what’s coming to ’em! 
Give your seed-spawn what they deserve, and nothing less:



Financial Aid Kit (price varies by privilege)

You’ve heard of the first-aid kit, but have you ever heard 
of the last-aid kit? Give your graduate the last help 
they’ll ever get from you with this parting gift!

   includes..
 Flask of whiske
 One (1) cigarette (lighter not included
 Photo of significant other (flashbacks not included)



Passive Birth Control (genetic)

Your kid already has your looks and mannerisms!



Hate & Dishonor Swag (Holy shit!)

This isn’t a joke! (It’s a threat!)

  our shop has..
 T-shirt
 Sticker
 Mugs


 and more junk to consume!

GIFT CATALOG FOR THE 
THANKLESS GRADUATE

ON-CAMPUS RESIDENTS 
FORCIBLY REMOVED FOR 
PILGRIMAGING PARENTS
HILLCREST HALL — On May 13, before 
7 p.m., residents who have survived the 
onslaught of chemical warfare and other 
wave-based challenges thus far will be 
displaced from their dorms without 
warning or mercy.


Miami University plans to help parents 
settle the ceded dorms for commencement, 
which betrays the roommate agreement.


“This westward expansion violates the late-
stay treaty [residents] are accustomed to 
requesting,” the on-campus diaspora cried. 


Miami University, in a formal statement, 
has acknowledged the “unfair” treatment; 
they are going through with it anyway.


“This isn’t the first time we’ve done this,” 
Campus Settlers decreed. “And it certainly 
won’t be the last time.”


To restore relations with the residents, the 
university plans to raffle off blankets and 
continue to occupy the territory forever.

April showers bring even more showers as 
this month is off to an expected start. 
Mother Nature might abort us all if we keep 
up disrespecting her. Good luck on exams, 
and God bless the United Faculty of Miami.

The Weather

Hate & Dishonor is running out of jokes 
time, but we are not opposed to faculty 
unionization at this point in time.


Oh, and our next issue is our final issue.


(That’s why we’re a week behind, right?)


For emotional support or damage, try your 
luck at hateanddishonor@gmail.com.

THIS IS A CRY FOR HELP


